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NEW QUESTION: 1
You need to implement a table projection to generate a physical expression of an Azure
Cognitive Search index.
Which three properties should you specify in the skillset definition JSON configuration table
node? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. (Choose three.) NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point.
A. generatedKeyName
B. dataSource
C. source
D. tableName
E. dataSourceConnection
Answer: A,C,D
Explanation:
Defining a table projection.
Each table requires three properties:
tableName: The name of the table in Azure Storage.
generatedKeyName: The column name for the key that uniquely identifies this row.
source: The node from the enrichment tree you are sourcing your enrichments from. This node
is usually the output of a shaper, but could be the output of any of the skills.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/search/knowledge-store-projection-overview

NEW QUESTION: 2
A user has configured CloudWatch monitoring on an EBS backed EC2 instance. If the user has
not attached any additional device, which of the below mentioned metrics will always show a 0

value?
A. CPUUtilization
B. DiskReadBytes
C. NetworkOut
D. NetworkIn
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
CloudWatch is used to monitor AWS as the well custom services. For EC2 when the user is
monitoring the EC2 instances, it will capture the 7 Instance level and 3 system check
parameters for the EC2 instance. Since this is an EBS backed instance, it will not have
ephemeral storage attached to it. Out of the 7 EC2 metrics, the
4 metrics DiskReadOps, DiskWriteOps, DiskReadBytes and DiskWriteBytes are disk related data
and available only when there is ephemeral storage attached to an instance. For an EBS backed
instance without any additional device, this data will be 0.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which feature is highly recommended when deploying Steelhead Mobile?
A. Connection forwarding (using port 7850 for neighbor relationships) on Steelhead appliances
B. Fixed-target rules directed to port 7850 of all branch office Steelhead appliances
C. Automatic peering (using enhanced auto-discovery) enabled on Steelhead appliances
D. Pass-through rules to minimize overlapping opens
Answer: C
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